Host James says:
#OOCKootenai

Tech13 says:
Aye

Tasha is now known as TO_Corjet.

OPS_Kerst says:
Man, we need ghost busters, the dead just keep coming back. ;-)

CTO_Marek says:
living dead

Host Selan says:
Oh be quiet or you'll all be ghosts. Now let's be quiet so James can start. :-D

Npc_daetalus (3jedi@user.acalltoduty.net-46924.saturn.bbn.com) has joined the conversation.

Shadow-9 (Shadow-9@user.acalltoduty.net-60011.tnt3.tucson.az.da.uu.n) has joined the conversation.

Npc_daetalus (3jedi@user.acalltoduty.net-46924.saturn.bbn.com) has left the conversation.

Host James (~ACTDJames@user.acalltoduty.net-49617.65.47.209.on.wave.home.com) has left the conversation.

CDT_tiara whispers to CO_ReginS:
y am i unspecced?

James (~ACTDJames@user.acalltoduty.net-49617.65.47.209.on.wave.home) has joined the conversation.

Shadow-9 (Shadow-9@user.acalltoduty.net-60011.tnt3.tucson.az.da.uu.n) has left the conversation.

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Begin Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Host CO_ReginS says:
::in his office::

TO_Corjet says:
::is in her quarters::

OPS_Kerst says:
::At OPS station on ops::

CSO-Temal says:
::stands in Ops reviewing over exclosed data::

FCO_Hicks says:
::In his quarters::

MO_Endo says:
::sitting at a console in sickbay, reading up on those pesky Brump and Kwit::

CMO_Tae says:
:: checks inventory in SB ::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: So what do think of this diplomatic mission we're hosting.

CTO_Marek says:
::checking security assignment

CTO_Marek says:
::

MO_Endo says:
::begins jotting down important physical characteristics in his mind::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::arrives in Ops, goes to the ENG station::

CSO-Temal says:
::scans for the Kwit and Brump ships::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::leaves his office, enters Ops::

CTO_Marek says:
::checking TAC station in OPS::

TO_Corjet says:
::goes to OPS::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Heads for OPS::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: Hello sir, I'm your new TO, Tasha Corjet.  nice to meet you

CSO-Temal says:
::turns and notices the new TO::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Nice to meet you to. Please take your position in OPS.

FCO_Hicks says:
::Enters Ops::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: yes sir

CNS_Toni (CNS_Toni@user.acalltoduty.net-23150.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

TO_Corjet says:
::stands at one of the Tac stations::

MO_Endo says:
::prepares sickbay so that if the Brump or Kwit for some odd reason get injured or something, SB'd be ready::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::stands at the doorway to the office, looks around Ops::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Today we are going to be busy with the delegates meeting. Later we will talk about the rest of your assingment in the Kootenai.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: yes sir

CEO_Sorvino says:
::sees the CO at his office door, allows her eyes to meet his for a brief moment::

CSO-Temal says:
::hopes security is raised since Kootenai will be hosting hostile parties::

OPS_Kerst says:
::conitues priotizing repair requests and assign repairs crewa::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::meets Megan's eyes, smiles, and turns away::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: uhh, sir, it's fine if you call me Tasha...

Host James says:
Action: The Kwit and Brump ships are approaching the station.  They are now within hailing distance.

CTO_Marek says:
I don't think that would be appropiated, TO

CSO-Temal says:
CO: the alien ships are on sensors, they are within hailing range sir

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Hail them

Selan is now known as Betazoid_Amb.

CSO-Temal says:
::opens hailing frequencies::  CO: hailing frequencies open sir!

TO_Corjet says:
::shuts up quick:: CTO: Yes Sir

CTO_Marek says:
::checking TAC sensors searching for any kind of weaponry activities::

Betazoid_Amb is now known as Amb_Admar_Kooth.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Wonders whyCO has CSO doing COMM instead of him::

Host CO_ReginS says:
COM: Kwit/Brump: Welcome to Kootenai.  You are cleared to dock

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Shall I meet the parties at the shuttle bay when they arrive, sir?

Host CO_ReginS says:
FCO: That's part of my job.  But you're welcome to accompany me

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Aye sir.

Host James says:
@<Kwit> COM Kootenai:  ::amidst an odd chirping sound in the background::  We look forward to docking.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
% ::Entering the system in which Kootenai is located via a Runabout::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: air, the data enclosed with our orders contains information on their preferred atmospheric conditions, permission to adjust lifesupport in their quarters to match?

CSO-Temal says:
<air=sir>

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*:Security teams, report.

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Do it

CTO_Marek says:
::checking sec teams reporting::

CSO-Temal says:
::accesses life-support systems and modifies the aliens' quarters::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: The Kwit and Brumps have been assigned quartes on different levels to help with security concerns.

Host CO_ReginS says:
FCO/CNS/CEO: You're with me

CSO-Temal says:
CTO: I have the Kwit on Deck 8, and the Brump on Deck 9, their quarters that is, if you wish to post security personnel ::transmits the data to the CTO's console::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Follows the CO::

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Rgiht away, sir

Host CO_ReginS says:
::steps in the TL::

CSO-Temal says:
::scans the alien vessels for any dangers::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::leaves her station to the generic ENG officer and follows the CO::

CTO_Marek says:
::assigning security teams to deck 8 and 9::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
% COM: Kootenai: This is Ambassador Kooth out of Betazed, permission to dock.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: Ambassador Kooth's ship is in hailing range sir!

TO_Corjet says:
::wonders if maybe they should be more then a deck apart...::

Brendan (FCONightha@user.acalltoduty.net-42443.multiweb.net) has joined the conversation.

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: As soon as the Ambassador is in range, escort him to the briefing room

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: The Ambasdors ship is now in hail range, should I hail him?

CSO-Temal says:
CO: aye sir

Brendan (FCONightha@user.acalltoduty.net-42443.multiweb.net) has left the conversation.

Host CO_ReginS says:
TL: Shuttlebay

CNS_Toni says:
::Follows CO & FCO::

CSO-Temal says:
COM: Ship: Ambassador Kooth: permission granted, you atre cleared at docking port 5

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS: Greetings Counselor.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
% COM: Kootenai: Acknowledged. ::Begins to pull into range, and enters Docking Port 5 as soon as the docking bay doors open::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: Good day for meeting a new species, right?

CSO-Temal says:
::locks down station and enters turbolift::

Host CO_ReginS says:
:;steps out of the TL near the shuttlebay::

CSO-Temal says:
TL: Docking Port 5

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: The brumps are taking it slow docking.

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:  Not if they're at war.

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Teams, be alert. Report any strange situation that may take place, specially on decks 8 and 9..

CSO-Temal says:
::exits the turbolift and heads for the Ambassador's ship::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Check surveillance system on deck 8 and 9. 

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::After docking, he exits into the docking port, and stands there, looking around for an escort::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:Well it will hard to prevent if we can not get them talking to eacher other in a civilized manner.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::enters the shuttle bay::  Looks like we'll have to wait for them...

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: yes sir

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: welcome to Kootenai Ambassador!

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods:: CSO: Thank you, Mr... Temal is it?

TO_Corjet says:
::watches serveillance::

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:  Agreed.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO*: The kwit should be docking shortly, the brumps are taking there time.

CNS_Toni says:
CO: Looks like neither of them wants to be first to dock.

CSO-Temal says:
::smiles::  Kooth: that's right sir, now, if you'll follow me to the briefing room

Host CO_ReginS says:
*OPS* Aknowledged

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Report.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods:: CSO: Lead the way. ::Follows::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Sir, if I may ask... what will we hope to gain from holding the negotiations here?

Tech13 (phil@user.acalltoduty.net-4414.Pm1.t-one.net) has left the conversation.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: nothing unusual

OPS_Kerst says:
::Scans kwit and Brum ships::

CSO-Temal says:
::heads back to the turbolift, enters and holds the door for the Ambassador::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Peace in a nearby sector, if we're lucky

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Enters TL::

CSO-Temal says:
TL: Ops

OPS_Kerst says:
COMM Kwit: Please reduce your spedd for docking, over.

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: have you been in the Diplomatic Core Long Ambassador?

FCO_Hicks says:
CEO:  As I remember, a war between these races could cost the Federation.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: I need some help here. Me must find a way to scan the docked vessel. Of course, they mustn't realise we are doing that.

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: Grab that fool ship in a tractor beam and slow themdown!

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: what do you want me to do?

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Right away.

Host Shann (ACTDChrisM@host.acalltoduty.net) has left the conversation.

CTO_Marek says:
::raising up tractor beam::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO*: the Kwit are coming on too fast, we're going to tractor them in.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
CSO: Ten years. ::Smiles grimly:: When the the Dominion took Betazed, I managed to evacuate with some others with the few Starfleet vessels at Betazed...

Anderson (~Anderson@user.acalltoduty.net-21282.dialsprint.net) has joined the conversation.

CNS_Toni says:
::Stands Looking at docking bay doors, which remain closed:

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: The tractor beam is engaged, sir. The Kwit ship is slowing down now.

CSO-Temal says:
::concludes the Ambassador must be thinking his strategy up, watches as the turbolift door slide open::  Kooth: After you Ambassador, the first door on the right

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: Good guide them into docking bay 1.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::waiting patiently::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods and exits::

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: and Ambassador, good luck sir ::grins::

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO/FCO: What do you think our chances are for finding a peaceful solution to their conflict?

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Aye, sir

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO*: We have them and are bringing them in now. they almost collided with the station.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: What about the scanning procces. What did you find?

FCO_Hicks says:
CEO:  We're Starfleet, we can do anything. ::smiles::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Slowly proceeds down the corridor, careful not to pick up the thoughts of any other crew, not intending to violate anyone, enters the briefing room::

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: The Kwit  ship is docked, sir

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: sir, the Ambassador is awaiting your arrival in the briefing room.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Stands inside the briefing room, looks around for the Captain::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO/FCO: If they blow themselves up by ramming the station, we won't get very far

Host CO_ReginS says:
*CSO*: Thank you...  can you stay with him until we arrive?

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO*: they're docked now sir. We are still waiting on the Brump.

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Agreed.

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: aye sir ::follows the Ambassador into the briefing room::

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: the Captain will be here shortly

Host CO_ReginS says:
::watches as the door opens, and the Kwit step out::

CTO_Marek says:
::staring at the new TO::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Hears the doors swish open and turns to see the CSO again:: CSO: Ah. Is there something wrong?

CTO_Marek says:
TO: I'm still waitng.

OPS_Kerst says:
::watches brump approch carfully::

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: No Ambassador, is there anything you wish before the delegations begin?

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: oh, sorry, I didn't find anything.

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::looking this way and that as they leave the airlock...  they bob along towards Captain Sorvino::

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: I hope  tempers do not fly into rage when they first see each other.

CTO_Marek says:
Keep on your assignment. 

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Shakes his head:: CSO: No. I thank you for your help. ::Takes a seat

Host CO_ReginS says:
Kwit: Welcome to Kootenai Station.

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:  Me too.  They'll be fur and feathers everywhere.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: yes sir

CNS_Toni says:
:: smiles:

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::nods and fluffs his feathers::  We thank you.

Host CO_ReginS says:
Kwit:  This is my second officer, Lt Hicks, my Engineer, Lt Sorvino, and my Counselor, Lt West

CSO-Temal says:
::picks up a PADD and hands it to the Ambassador::  Kooth: this is the data we have on the Kwit and the Brump, I'm sure you've already studied it, but I'll leave it here for reference, and by the way, the ventilation will be increased throughout Ops and the briefing room due to the alien's unique smell

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO* the Brump have now docked at docking port 3.

Host CO_ReginS says:
*OPS*: Aknowledged

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods:: CSO: I am well prepared, Mr. Temal. I thank you once again. ::Takes the PADD and skims through it::

Host CO_ReginS says:
FCO: Would you please escort the Kwit to the briefing room?

OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: That didn't start well.

CSO-Temal says:
::hopes the Ambassador doesn't feel crowded, walks over to the other end of the table::

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::squaks at Hocks, CEO, and West::

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Aye sir.  Kwit:  Please follow me, sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
::looks over at breifing room, surpress a feeling of dread::

Host CO_ReginS says:
Kwit: Lt Hicks will escort you to the meeting room

FCO_Hicks says:
::Leaves for the briefing room::

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Teams on deck 13 to 15, report.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::heads for docking port 3::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Looks around the briefing room, can already feel the tension mounting, but is calm::

CNS_Toni says:
Kwit: Welcome aboard.

Host James says:
<Kwit>::nods and follows Hicks::

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: oh and Ambassador, one more thing, do you wish for a security detail to be posted in here during the delegations?

Nic (Nic@user.acalltoduty.net-24224.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

Nic (Nic@user.acalltoduty.net-24224.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

MO_Endo says:
CMO: I'm going to occupy a console at Ops if you don't mind...

CEO_Sorvino says:
::a little surprised at the squak, maintains her stature::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: I mean... if you don't need me

CNS_Toni says:
::Steps in behind Kwit:

FCO_Hicks says:
Kwit:  The Federation is thankful and very pleased that you have agreed to these peace talks, sir.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Shakes his head:: CSO: I do not believe that will be necessary. We do not want to appear hostile to these delegates... but if you want, you may carry side-arms, but try to hide them, please. Unless, of course... your Captain objects?

CSO-Temal says:
::feels like he's playing twenty questions with the Ambassador, tries to not be so interogitive::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::sees the Brump exiting their ship at port 3::

CMO_Tae (CMO_Tae@user.acalltoduty.net-51108.sprint.ca) has left the conversation.

Host James says:
<Brump> ::leave his airlock and looks around::

Host CO_ReginS says:
Brump: Welcome to Kootenai Station

CMO_Tae (CMO_Tae@user.acalltoduty.net-51108.sprint.ca) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Marek says:
::running a diagnostic level 3 on the shields systems::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Arrives at the briefing room with the Kwit delegation::

Host James says:
<Brump> ::start shambling towards Captain Sorvino::

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: now that there docked, lets see if we can get a better scan of those ships, eh.

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: I'm sure he will, hopefully force of any kind won't be needed!

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters briefing room with Kwit & FCO:

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Right sir. We are working on that.

Host James says:
Action:  The Brump delegation begin to shimmer.  In a very grotesque display, their flesh is melted and bones disintegrated, leaving a messy puddle where they once stood.

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: thanks.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Stands up with a smile as he sees Kwit appear::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: we should wiat for them to disembark, then proform a thourough scan.

FCO_Hicks says:
Kooth:  Ambassador, I am 2nd Ofc. Hicks.  This is the Kwit party.

TO_Corjet says:
<wait>

CSO-Temal says:
::stands back and at attaention when the FCO and Kwit enter::

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::ruffles feathers in a gesture of greeting to Kooth::

Host CO_ReginS says:
*OPS*: Emergency at docking port 3.  Get a thorough scan of the area, and have Sickbay send a team down

CTO_Marek says:
::thinking nervously::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO* aye SIr.

CNS_Toni says:
::walks over to Ambassador, extends Hand:

OPS_Kerst says:
*CMO* Medical emeegncy prepare to transport to docking bay 3.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::runs to the wall and pulls a tricorder from behind a panel::

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: Scan that area for anything, now.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods to the Kwit:: Kwit Party: Greetings, welcome to the Federation Space Station Kootenai. On behalf of the Federation council, we say thank you for agreeing to these peace talks, and hope that your accomadations here are most satisfactory.

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Go to docking port 3 at once.

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Temal. ::Nods in greetin manner::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::begins scanning the Brump::

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Scanning.

CMO_Tae says:
:: grabs medical supplies ::

OPS_Kerst says:
::prepare to transport CMO to DB 3::

FCO_Hicks says:
<Greeting>

CSO-Temal says:
::acknowledges the FCO::  FCO: permission to return to Ops sir?

OPS_Kerst says:
::transports CMO to DB3::

CNS_Toni says:
Amb-Kooth: Welcome aboard Sir.

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::bobs around the briefing room, inspecting everything a bit nervously::  Kooth: Everything is exellent.

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Granted, Lieutenant.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::backs away from the ugly mess::

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Team on DP 3, report. 

OPS_Kerst says:
All: This is going from bad to worse.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods with a smile to the CNS:: CNS: Thank you.

CSO-Temal says:
::nods and exits the briefing room, slowly::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Scan the area. Keep me informed.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
Kwit: Is there anything that you would like before the Brump arrive?

TO_Corjet says:
::scans the area::

FCO_Hicks says:
*CO*  Sir, the Kwit party is in the Briefing room with Ambassador Kooth.

OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: What happened to the Brumop ship?

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: we should all be seated and wait for our other guests to arrive.

CMO_Tae says:
:: materializes in DB3 and looks around ::

CSO-Temal says:
::enters Ops::  OPS: status?

OPS_Kerst says:
::Begins scans of area::

Host CO_ReginS says:
*FCO*: Aknowledged

CSO-Temal says:
::walks over the Science Station One::

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:  Agreed.  All:  Please be seated.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: There's been an emergency in docking baty 3, where the brumped docked. But noe the Brump ship has dissapeared.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Telepathy is picking up some agitation in the crew, in reference to something else, but ignores it, concentrating on the delegation party that is with him right now::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: nothing strange happening sir.

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: cloaking technology?  ::scans for tachyon traces and sub-space anomalies::

Host James says:
<Kwit> Kooth: ::bobs in agreement:: We require more warmth.

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Notnhing unusual appears on the sensors, sir. 

CNS_Toni says:
::takes seat next to FCO at table:

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: nothing starnge?! The BRump ship docked at port 3 has sissappeared. i'd call that strange.

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: status?  what's going on down there?!

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
Kwit: Ah. I am sorry, I had no idea. ::Turns:: FCO: Would you be able to increase the temperature in this room? ::As he takes his seat::

TO_Corjet says:
<edit out last line>

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*:  Um....I'm not exactly sure......

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Yes, sir I realize. But I cannot explain why. No strange lectures appears on the sensors.

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks at the puddle on the floor ::

FCO_Hicks says:
Kooth:  Yes sir.  Computer:  Increase temperature by 5 degrees celsius.

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: sir, I'm picking up minor sub-space distortions, nothing major, but still the possibility the ship cloaked

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Do your scans reveale anything?

FCO_Hicks says:
<Computer> Beeps in acknowledgement::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: sir, I'm not sure what they did, but one of the ships disappeard...

CMO_Tae says:
:: takes out her tricorder and scans the puddle ::

FCO_Hicks says:
Kwit:  I hope this is more comfortable.

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Feels it get slightly warmer:: Kwit: Do you feel better?

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: if the ship is cloaked, and still docked we should be able to detected it by sensing the loads on the docking clamps. i'll check them.

TO_Corjet says:
I'm checking for cloacking devises now.

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Sir, I suggest to send a probe to the area.

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::bobs::  Yes... better....

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: good idea

CNS_Toni says:
FCO:<whispering>, no will it not be to warm for our other guests?

CTO_Marek says:
Right , TO

OPS_Kerst says:
::runs diagnostic on docking clamps::

CSO-Temal says:
::reviews data on the Brump::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Smiles:: Kwit: Well then, we must wait a little while for the Brump delegates to arrive. If there is anything else you need, you only need but ask.

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS: <whispering> We'll just have to see.

Host CO_ReginS says:
CEO: Just a thought...  can you lower the temperature...  10 degrees?

CTO_Marek says:
::going trought lots of data on my console::

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Turns to look at the FCO:: FCO: Mr. Hicks, where is the Brump delegation?

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: I can't find a cloaking device sir.

CMO_Tae says:
:: frowns in thought ::

CSO-Temal says:
::waits for OPS to finish::

FCO_Hicks says:
Kooth:  Sir, the Captain is meeting them as we speak.  They took a bit longer to arrive.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::looks at him a little strangely:: CO: Aye sir... ::goes to a control panel and lowers the temperature::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: the docking clamps indicate no ship in docking port 3. There gone.

CSO-Temal says:
*FCO*: could you come out to Ops for a moment sir?

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Nods:: FCO: Understood.

Host James says:
Action:  In a moment's notice the Ambassador's skin melts off and bones disintegrate leaving a smelly pile of goo.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Adjust the sensors to reveal any trace of tachion particles around the station.

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: scan the area, put sensors on maximum

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Before he can say anything, he is all over the seat::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::sighs::  It was worth a try

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: adjusting sencers.

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at Amb melting:

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:<whispering>Excuse yourself and go to OPS.  Have Kerst switch the temperature to cooler and warmer.  It may help.

CSO-Temal says:
::scans the Kwit and their vessel for anything that might be able to do this::

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Aye ::Does a scan of area withthe sensors on maximum::

CDT_tiara is now known as TO_tiara.

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::freaks out and starts dashing about the room in panic, knocking over Hicks::

CNS_Toni says:
::Stands, leavs Briefing room in a hurry:

CSO-Temal says:
*FCO*: sir, is something wrong?

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: theres a cloud of baseelements where the Brump ship used to be.

CTO_Marek says:
::something appears on the panel::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Falls to the floor::  Kwit: Sir, what is it?

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: compare those elements with what the Brump ship was composed of, see if there is a match

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: I detect some kind of sub space particle in several decks of the station sir.

FCO_Hicks says:
*CSO*  Stand by CSO.

CSO-Temal says:
::becomes worried::

CNS_Toni says:
:: outside brieging room:: OPS:  please change temperature in briefing room to a cooler degrees. The Admiral has melted it is too hot in there:

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO; Aye ::Runs comparison::

Host James says:
<Kwit> ::sqwauking and flapping... the room soon is filled with hordes of floating feathers::  Traps!  Traps!

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: So have the Brump appebtly.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Try to find out the origin of these sub space particle.

CMO_Tae says:
:: takes a sample of the goo and heads to the TL ::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: Yes sir

OPS_Kerst says:
::Resets brifing room to -10 dgerees of current temp::

CSO-Temal says:
::detects accelerated movements in the Briefing Room::

CNS_Toni says:
OPS: what is going on

Host James (~ACTDJames@user.acalltoduty.net-49617.65.47.209.on.wave.home) has left the conversation.

Unicorns (unicorns@user.acalltoduty.net-34834.hawaii.rr.com) has joined the conversation.

MO_Endo says:
::trying to interest himself with something to do:: self: either I'm too busy or too bored

FCO_Hicks says:
Kwit: There are no traps.

TO_Corjet says:
::Scans the area::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Scans station as well as surrounding space::

CSO-Temal says:
::scans the room and detects the remains of the Ambassador::

CMO_Tae says:
:: walks back into SB with the sample ::

Unicorns (unicorns@user.acalltoduty.net-34834.hawaii.rr.com) has left the conversation.

MO_Endo says:
::looks up:: CMO: Welcome back sir, what's that... sample?

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: Any ideas about those distortions you found?

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: sir, there is a situation in the breifing room, the Ambassador has turned into a similar pile of goo

FCO_Hicks says:
::Trying to calm the Kwit down::

James (~ACTDJames@user.acalltoduty.net-49617.65.47.209.on.wave.home) has joined the conversation.

CNS_Toni says:
::returns to briefing room:

CMO_Tae says:
:: nods ::

CSO-Temal says:
*Sickbay*: we need a medical team in Ops, the Ambassador has turned into goo!

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Working on that, but I thimk they are related with the dissapeared ship.

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO* I recommend going to yellow alert until we know more.

CNS_Toni says:
FCO: does it feel better in here, to them?

Host CO_ReginS says:
*OPS*: Do it

CMO_Tae says:
:: sighs and gives the sample to Corzi before walking out of SB ::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Hey! You don't have to go!

OPS_Kerst says:
::Activates yellow alert::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: could they be the ship? just using a device we've never encounterd?

CSO-Temal says:
::watches yellow lights flash::

MO_Endo says:
CMO: I could go instead!.... ::trails off as she leaves::

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:  No they're fraking out.

FCO_Hicks says:
<freaking>

Host Amb_Admar_Kooth says:
::Suddenly appears in the middle of OPS, looks around confused::

CTO_Marek says:
TO: It's possible. Scan it's warp core.

MO_Endo says:
::sighs and looks at the sample::

Host CO_ReginS says:
*Senior staff*: Report to Ops

CMO_Tae says:
:: walks into ops and stares at the Amb ::

CSO-Temal says:
Kooth: Ambassador, sir!  Where did you come from ::scans the area::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Grabs phaser, points it at AMB::

TO_Corjet says:
::scans it's warp core::

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: sir, the AMbassador just reappeared in Ops!

OPS_Kerst says:
AMB: just hold it right there, who are you?

TO_tiara is now known as MO_Tiara.

Amb_Admar_Kooth is now known as XO_Selan.

FCO_Hicks says:
CNS:  What the heck is going on here?

CNS_Toni says:
Kwit: you should be asured that CO is doing everything he can to find out what is going on.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::heads to Ops, glad to be away from the undesirable scene in the docking bay::

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: report. Assume yellow condition. Team at DP3, report.

MO_Endo says:
::puts the sample on a sample scanner thingy and begins scanning::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::heads to Ops::

Host James says:
Action:  The Ambassador shimmers and where he stands now stands Selan, the former XO.

CTO_Marek says:
TO: What about the ship's core?

CMO_Tae says:
:: eyes widen when she sees Selan ::

CSO-Temal says:
::watches in awe::  XO: sir?!  ::can't believe his eyes::

Host CO_ReginS says:
::steps off the TL in Ops, sees Selan::

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: get some more security up here now

FCO_Hicks says:
*CO*  Sir, Kooth has disappeared.

CNS_Toni says:
::Looks at Selans in ammazement::

Host XO_Selan says:
::Is quite confused::

Host CO_ReginS says:
Selan: What are you doing here?'

CSO-Temal says:
::scans Selan with internal scanners::

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: nothing apperent at the moment.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: he appeared first as Kooth, and then changed to Selan

Host XO_Selan says:
CO: Captain? I'm... not sure.

CMO_Tae says:
:: takes out her tricorder and scans Selan ::

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Right away Sir. We are checking a possible relation between the strange particles and the ship. I'll keep you informed.

OPS_Kerst says:
::tightens grib on phaser::

Host XO_Selan says:
I remember you and the CEO... the CEO disappearing, and then a Romulan attacked, and then...

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: is he for real?

CSO-Temal says:
::hears the FCO's message::  *FCO: Kooth is in Ops, well..he was, he turned into XO Selan!

CTO_Marek says:
TO: Let's try it's defense and weaponry.

TO_Corjet says:
CTO: yes sir.

TO_Corjet says:
::scans its deffence and weaponry::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::enters Ops, is shocked to see the XO::

CSO-Temal says:
::comparison comes in on the elements::  CO: sir, the cloud of elements outside the station appear to be the remains of the Brump ship!

MO_Endo says:
::looks at the odd readings on the sample scanner and realizes they correspond to the Brump::

Host CO_ReginS says:
CSO: Scan the XO...  see if he is who he says he is

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO: he's not real, he appeaered first as the late Amb kooth, and then morphed into Selan.

MO_Endo says:
*CMO*: Sir... I figured out what the goo was...

FCO_Hicks says:
*CSO*  Can you repeat that?

CMO_Tae says:
CNS:  He seems to be as real as you and I.....

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sensors show him to be the original Selan

CNS_Toni says:
::Walks over to XO, touches his shoulder:

Host XO_Selan says:
::Raises his eyebrow fully:: CO: Sir? What do you mean by that... it's me, Selan?

CMO_Tae says:
*MO*:  And.....?

CSO-Temal says:
CMO: you probably want to check him out, do a cellular scan on him

Host XO_Selan says:
::Turns to the CNS, then looks back at the Captain::

CEO_Sorvino says:
OPS: If you say so... ::looks extremely confused::

Host CO_ReginS says:
Selan: When people show up in Ops without warning, and turn into my dead XO, I'm usually skeptical about it

MO_Endo says:
*CMO*: I think we found the Brump Ambassador sir

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: you're dead. We saw you're body. It;s on it way back to your, his home.

CNS_Toni says:
Selan: I saw you die...

Host XO_Selan says:
::Pales slightly:: Dead?

OPS_Kerst says:
XO: Very!

CMO_Tae says:
:: moves away from Selan and everyone else ::  *MO*:  Are you sure?

FCO_Hicks says:
Kwit:  Sir please calm down.

CSO-Temal says:
::still in disbelief::   Tae: do you belive this, has this ever happened before?

Host XO_Selan says:
::Looks away:: No, I'm not dead...

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

MO_Endo says:
*CMO*: Yes, I have no idea how he turned into the goo though..

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Kootenai Station Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CSO-Temal Great Mission Start! (APPLAUSE.wav)

